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Abstract—Trading strategies can be divided into two cate-1

gories; i.e., those with momentum characteristic and those that2

appear contrarian. The characteristics of trading strategies have3

been widely studied; however, there has been relatively little4

work on the characteristics of stocks. Furthermore, there is5

no standard approach to the classification of stocks in terms6

of momentum and contrarian. This paper presents a fuzzy7

momentun contrarian uncertain characteristic system for the8

classification and quantification of stock characteristics. Random9

trading, stop-loss, and take-profit mechanisms are first used10

to identify characteristics, and then a novel profitability index11

with type-2 fuzzy-set module is used to quantify them. In the12

experiments, 41 stocks on the Taiwan 50 index were deemed13

suitable for momentum strategies, whereas 9 stocks were deemed14

suitable for contrarian strategies. An uphill relationship between15

profitability index and trading performance is observed, which16

produced correlation coefficients of 0.148–0.539, and classification17

accuracy of 52.0%–60.0%. However, the proposed system greatly18

improved classification performance, resulting in correlation19

coefficients of 0.572–0.722 with accuracy of 63.6%–84.5%. In20

the real-world application, the proposed system outperforms the21

benchmark among all datasets, and increases the profitability by22

1.5 times on Taiwan 50 dataset. These results clearly demonstrate23

the efficiency of the proposed system in the quantification and24

classification of stocks suited to momentum- and contrarian-type25

trading strategies and also in the real-world applications.26

Index Terms—Profitability index, random trading, momentum,27

contrarian28

I. INTRODUCTION29

THE allocation of financial assets to companies or com-30

modities in expectation of gaining a profit (i.e., invest-31

ment) is crucial to economic growth [1], and trading strate-32

gies are crucial to investment performance. Overall, trading33

strategies can be divided into two categories; i.e., those with34

momentum characteristic and those that appear contrarian [2].35

Momentum-type strategies are based on the belief that the36

price will follow recent trends [3]. Contrarian-type strategies37

are based on the belief that prices will move against recent38

trends [4]. These two types of strategy also tend to generate39

opposing trading signals.40
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The characteristics of trading strategies have been widely 41

studied [5]; however, there has been relatively little work on 42

the characteristics of stocks. Furthermore, there is no standard 43

approach to the classification of stocks as momentum-type or 44

contrarian-type. Searching among the thousands of existing 45

trading strategies is time-consuming and largely ineffectual. 46

The adoption of an erroneous trading strategy or misiden- 47

tifying the characteristics of the target stock can result in 48

enormous losses. Investors need a system to facilitate the 49

classification and quantification of stocks to inform their 50

decisions with regard to trade strategies. In this paper, a system 51

based on fuzzy analysis methods is presented, referred to as the 52

Fuzzy mOmentun Contrarian Uncertain characteristic System 53

(FOCUS). This paper makes the following contributions: 54

1) Random trading algorithms are designed to analyze the 55

characteristics of stocks. 56

2) A profitability index, which uses a type-2 fuzzy-set is 57

developed to quantify those characteristics. 58

3) An uncertainty factor in the system is devised to filter 59

out stocks that resist classification. 60

4) The proposed system helps to elucidate the character- 61

istics of stocks and thereby eliminates the time wasted 62

assessing unsuitable trading strategies. 63

Douglas [6] defined random trading as the poorly-planned 64

process of making trades without the guidance of a plan 65

based on informative data (i.e., prices or market information). 66

Nonetheless, a random trading strategy can be used to reveal 67

investment behaviors and the characteristics of stocks and trad- 68

ing strategies [7]. Among the thousands of trading strategies 69

that have been developed in the field of finance, stop-loss 70

[8] and take-profit [9] are two common momentum-type and 71

contrarian-type strategies. Several studies investigated for the 72

momentum and contrarian effect [10] through the stop-loss and 73

take-profit mechanisms [11]. In this paper, a random trading 74

based on stop-loss and take-profit strategies is employed to 75

investigate the characteristics of stocks. A Profitability Index 76

(PI) is then created to indicate the trading performance of a 77

given stock under momentum- and contrarian-type strategies. 78

The proposed PI aims to quantify the degree of the suitability 79

of target stock to momentum- and contrarian-type trading. 80

Unfortunately, the intangibility of momentum and contrarian 81

concepts hinders the task of quantify the degree of these 82

characteristics. In addition, the degree of characteristics is not 83

absolute and well-defined, but relative and uncertain. Fuzzy- 84

set theory [12] is used to model situations in a manner 85

that makes it easier for humans to make rational decisions 86

in uncertainty and imprecision environments. Type-2 fuzzy- 87
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set [13] can handle the rule uncertainties and capture more88

information for further process rather than the traditional89

type-1 fuzzy-set by the crisp value. They can be used to90

classify results into binary situations and transform values into91

linguistic terms based on their membership degree. In this92

study, a type-2 fuzzy-set [13] is designed to interpret the PI and93

characteristics of stocks. A third characteristic, uncertainty,94

is also defined to filter out stocks that resist classification.95

Essentially, the proposed FOCUS characterizes stocks in terms96

of momentum and contrarian using a random trading algorithm97

in conjunction with the profitability index (PI) and a type-298

fuzzy-set module.99

FOCUS was applied to stocks on the Taiwan 50 index100

(TW50). Experimental results revealed that 41 of the stocks101

presented a positive momentum PI and negative contrarian PI,102

indicating that they are relatively suitable and profitable under103

momentum trading strategies, and vice versa. The weak and104

moderate uphill relationships between momentum (contrarian)105

PIs and the trading performance of momentum (contrarian)106

strategies with correlation coefficients of 0.148 to 0.539 are107

also observed, and classification accuracy is from 52.0% to108

60.0%. The designed type-2 fuzzy-set module with uncertainty109

factor greatly improved classification performance, resulting110

in correlation coefficients of 0.572 to 0.722, and classification111

accuracy of 63.6% to 84.5%. In addition, the proposed FOCUS112

is applied to the real-world applications, that is using the113

FOCUS classification for stock selection (trade the momen-114

tum/contrarian stocks with momentum/contrarian type strate-115

gies). The results show that FOCUS-selected outperforms the116

benchmark among all datasets, and increased the profitability117

by 1.5 times in the opening gap strategy [14] on TW50 dataset.118

These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed119

FOCUS in the quantifying and classifying stocks as contrarian-120

or momentum-type and the real-world applications.121

II. LITERATURE REVIEW122

In this section, background of momentum and contrarian123

characteristics are introduced in Section II-A. The commonly-124

used indicators for financial trading are studied in Section II-B.125

Furthermore, the fuzzy-set theory is stated and discussed in126

Section II-C.127

A. Momentum and Contrarian Characteristics128

Momentum and contrarian are usually used to describe the129

investment behavior of the trading strategies [2], and up to now130

there is no standard strategy to determine those characteristics131

for stocks. Momentum strategy refers to a situation in which132

price movements are driven by momentum. Chan et al. [15]133

believed that past returns and earnings are efficient to help for134

predicting large drifts in future returns, and it indicates that135

the future price trend of the stock is similar as its past trend.136

Opening range breakout is a common momentum strategy137

that believes when the price exceeds a given threshold, the138

price continuously moves toward to the same trend in the139

near past. Holmberg et al. [16] discovered that the normally-140

distributed returns can thus be obtained by the opening range141

breakout strategy. Tsai et al. [17] and Syu et al. [18] showed142

that the OBR strategy obtains better profitability when it is 143

utilized in Taiwan financial market, especially when used in 144

conjunction with the evolutionary algorithm [19] and multi- 145

objective optimization [20]. 146

Contrarian strategy is based on the concept of mean re- 147

version [21], which supports to the market over-reaction and 148

delayed-reaction [22] hypotheses. Under this scenario, the 149

pricing trends tend to be remained within a certain range. 150

Thus, when a price drifts from the mean (i.e., beyond a certain 151

range), it is assumed that the price will return to the mean. 152

In other words, the concept of contrarian strategy is contrast 153

to the concept of momentum strategy. Bollerslev et al. [23] 154

proposed the mean reversal strategy to measure the volatility 155

and price trends of stocks over time. After that, Bollinger 156

bands became a well-known contrarian technical index in the 157

field of empirical trading and research [24]. 158

Stop-loss [8] and take-profit [9] are two commonly-used 159

mechanisms in the financial trading. Stop-loss mechanism 160

shows when you invest in a market and once your unrealized 161

losses are greater than a given threshold, you should clear 162

all of your position (the stocks you hold). It believes that 163

if your losses are larger than a threshold, your losses will 164

become larger and larger, therefore, the stop-loss mechanism 165

is considered as momentum strategy. Take-profit mechanism 166

states that once your unrealized gains are greater than a given 167

threshold, you should clear all of your position. It believes 168

that if your gains are larger than the threshold, your gains will 169

start to fall down; therefore, the take-profit mechanism is con- 170

sidered as contrarian strategy. Several studies are investigated 171

for the momentum and contrarian effect through the stop-loss 172

and take-profit mechanisms [10]. Wu and Chung [11] used the 173

stop-loss and take-profit mechanisms to evaluate the effects of 174

momentum in the empirical studies. 175

B. Financial Trading Indicators 176

In the financial field, there are some commonly-used indica- 177

tors to evaluate the trading performance. All of the indicators 178

focus on measuring profitability and risk [25]. To measure 179

the profitability, total profit and annual return are utilized 180

in financial trading. Total profit is the sum of profit during 181

the entire trading period, which is affected by the length of 182

the trading period. Annual return refers to the annualized rate 183

of return [26], which is the total profit divided by the average 184

costs during the trading period, and then divided by the number 185

of the years. 186

To measure the trade-off between profitability and risk, 187

profit factor [27] and Sharpe ratio [28] are used in financial 188

trading. Profit factor is the net profits divided by the absolute 189

value of the net losses [29], which indicates how much profit 190

can be earned in the face of a dollar loss. Sharpe ratio is 191

the total revenue divided by the standard deviation of the 192

daily profits, which is used to indicate the trade-off between 193

profitability and risk; i.e., how much profit can be earned under 194

a unit of risk (volatility) [30]. Generally, a strategy with higher 195

Sharpe ratio is more attractive to investors. The annual return 196

is utilized to evaluate the profitability since it standardizes the 197

trading period and make it be a generic performance indicator. 198
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Also, the Sharpe ratio is also used to evaluate the trade-off199

between profitability and risk in the following experiments,200

which is one of the most commonly statistical indicator in201

financial field [30].202

C. Fuzzy-set Theory203

Fuzzy-set theory [12] aims at modeling the imprecise situ-204

ations for reasoning that helps human make rational decisions205

in uncertainty and imprecision environments. It does not only206

classify the results into two situations (yes or no) but transform207

the values into the linguistic terms with their membership208

degrees. Fuzzy-set theory has been widely used in engineering209

[12], finance [31], and even expert systems [32], and helps210

us efficiently solve the limitation of crisp-set. Buckley [31]211

employed the fuzzy present value, fuzzy future value, and212

fuzzy interest rates in the mathematical finance. Yu et. al213

[33] proposed a fuzzy-neuro system, which expresses the214

probabilities and system parameters through fuzzy sets, and215

inherits the advantages of both fuzzy-set theory and neural216

networks.217

Most conventional fuzzy-set theory belongs, however, to
type-1 fuzzy-set, which indicates that the uncertainty does
not really take into account in conventional and classic type-
1 fuzzy-set theory. Karnik et al. [13] introduced a type-2
fuzzy-set system, which can handle rule uncertainties and
capture more information than defuzzified value (a crisp fuzzy
number). According to the definition in [34], a type-1 fuzzy-
set A can be expressed as:

A : X → I,

where X is the universe of discourse (independent variable),218

and I is the universe of fuzzy degree, [0, 1].219

Let µA be the membership function of type-1 fuzzy-set A,
which can be expressed as:

µA(x) = u,

where x ∈ X and u ∈ I .220

For the type-2 fuzzy-set, a type-2 fuzzy-set Ã can be
expressed as:

Ã : X → II ,

where I is the universe of the range of fuzzy degrees, I →221

I ,[0, 1]→ [0,1].222

Let µÃ be the membership function of type-2 fuzzy-set Ã,
which can be expressed as:

µÃ(x) = v,

where x ∈ X and v ∈ II .223

The bounded region between upper and lower membership224

functions can be presented by the footprint of uncertainty225

(FOU) [34], which is a measurement of uncertainty for type-2226

fuzzy-set [35]. The type-2 fuzzy-set theory is able to cope with227

the uncertainties which is suitable to characterize the stocks.228

Thus, it is suitable to determine an interval of fuzzy degree229

for a stock.230

In fuzzy-set theory, membership functions are used to trans-231

form the inputs to the linguistic terms with the corresponding232

degrees [36]. Commonly-used membership functions includes 233

triangular, trapezoidal, Gaussian, R- and L-functions [37]. R- 234

function contains two thresholds for independent variables. 235

L-function is almost symmetrical to the R-function in the 236

horizontal direction. R- and L-functions can describe degrees 237

from small to large (large to small) as independent variable 238

increases, and they are approximately linear transformations 239

that convert a independent variable to a fuzzy degree between 240

0 and 1. Trigonometric function [38] contains a vertex shape 241

and two thresholds for the independent variable. If the inde- 242

pendent variable is not between the thresholds, it will be set 243

to 0. Otherwise, if the independent variable is between the 244

thresholds and is closer (farer) to the vertex, the dependent 245

variable is considered as a large number. 246

III. PROPOSED FUZZY MOMENTUN CONTRARIAN 247

UNCERTAIN CHARACTERISTIC SYSTEM 248

In this section, the proposed FOCUS is outlined, and its 249

flowchart is presented in Fig. 1. FOCUS comprises three main 250

modules as: random trading algorithm (RTA), profitability 251

index (PI), and fuzzy-sets quantification module (FQ), which 252

will be respectively discussed in the Sections III-A, III-B, 253

and III-C. In addition, there is an illustrative example of the 254

designed FOCUS presented in Section III-D. 255

FOCUS first executes RTA by historical price data, which 256

includes the momentum RTA (MomRTA) and contrarian RTA 257

(ConRTA). The RTA generates two distributions of annual 258

returns, which are then used to calculate the PI for use in 259

assessing overall trading performance and quantifying various 260

stock characteristics. Then, the FQ module takes the PI 261

as input, and transforms it into the fuzzy degrees of each 262

characteristic. The outputs of FOCUS are the degrees of 263

momentum, contrarian, and uncertain characteristics, which 264

are subsequently used for stock classification and selection. 265

The performance of FOCUS was examined by conducting 266

the collected TW50 dataset from Sep. 2015 to Dec. 2019, 267

which was provided by Taiwan Stock Exchange (TWSE). 268

The data period from Sep. 1, 2015 to Sep. 30, 2019 (1,000 269

trading days) is used as the training data by performing the 270

RTA, PI, FQ, and parameter fitting. The data period from 271

Oct. 1, 2019 to Dec. 20, 2020 (300 trading days) is used as 272

Fig. 1: The flowchart of the proposed FOCUS.
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the testing data for effectiveness evaluation of the proposed273

FOCUS. TW50 data includes the Opening, Highest, Lowest,274

and Closing price on each trading day (OHLC) [39], which275

are four most informative prices in a trading day and roughly276

describe the volatility and trend of a day. Each module in the277

FOCUS is described below.278

A. Random Trading Algorithm279

Random trading generates trading signals without referring280

to any other information [7], which makes it ideal to investi-281

gate pure momentum and pure contrarian characteristics of a282

stock. In this section, two random trading algorithms (RTA)283

are outlined in Algorithm 1. The first momentum algorithm284

(MomRTA) uses random trading with a stop-loss mechanism285

to evaluate momentum characteristics. The second contrarian286

algorithm (ConRTA) uses random trading with a take-profit287

mechanism to evaluate contrarian characteristics. OHLCD288

refers to OHLC data of D days, and is used as the input289

of RTA.290

Algorithm 1 RTA for evaluating momentum (contrarian)
characteristic, called MomRTA (ConRTA)
Input: N , δSL (δTP ), OHLCD

Output: A distribution of N annual returns
1: while Repeat N times do . N times sampling
2: for d from 1st to Dth day do . each trading day
3: Randomize a 0 or 1; . random Trade
4: if 1 then
5: dth position → long at opening price;
6: else
7: dth position → short at opening price;
8:
9: During the day,

10: if unrealized loss >δSL then
11: Clear dth position immediately;
12: . stop-loss, only in MomRTA
13: if unrealized gain >δTP then
14: Clear dth position immediately;
15: . take-profit, only in ConRTA
16: else
17: Clear dth position at the market closes;
18: Accumulate the return of dth day;
19: Record a overall annual return of the sampling.

In Algorithm 1, N is the number of sampling times, and291

OHLCD is the OHLC data of a D-day period, and δSL and292

δTP are threshold of stop-loss and take-profit. All trading293

associated with MomRTA and ConRTA involves intra-day294

strategies, in which the algorithms take (perform) and then295

clear a position on a given day, and then repeat this strategy296

on every trading day. RTA first randomly determines whether297

to take a long (buy) or short (sell) position when the market298

opens (at opening price) on each trading day (Algorithm299

MomRTA and ConRTA, Lines 3 to 7). MomRTA employs a300

stop-loss mechanism in which an unrealized loss exceeding301

δSL (threshold of stop-loss) at any time triggers the immediate302

clearing of the position (Algorithm MomRTA, Lines 10 to 12).303

If the stop-loss mechanism is not triggered, then the position304

is cleared when the market closes (Algorithm MomRTA,305

Lines 16 to 17). ConRTA employs a take-profit mechanism in306

which an unrealized gain exceeding δTP (threshold of take-307

profit) at any time triggers the immediate clearing of the308

position (Algorithm ConRTA, Lines 13 to 15). If the take- 309

profit mechanism is not triggered, then the position is cleared 310

when the market closes (Algorithm ConRTA, Lines 16 to 17). 311

Two thresholds (δSL and δTP ) are set to 1% (without a loss of 312

generality), and set the D to 1,000 days (roughly four years), 313

which should be long enough to observe the characteristics of 314

a stock. 315

The random trading mechanism was implemented for the 316

1,000 trading days to calculate the a annual return (Algorithm 317

MomRTA and ConRTA, Line 19). The 1,000-day random 318

trading process is referred to as a sampling (i.e., one sample). 319

Due to the randomness in the developed algorithm, the annual 320

return can be attributed solely to a distribution. After imple- 321

menting sampling several (N ) times, it is possible to obtain 322

the realistic annual return distribution (Algorithm MomRTA 323

and ConRTA, Output). The experiments used to determine an 324

appropriate N value are outlined in Section IV-A. 325

B. Profitability Index 326

A profitability index (PI) is first designed here to evaluate 327

the overall trading performance of a return distribution. The 328

PI value should be proportional to the expected return (prof- 329

itability) for a given distribution, and inversely proportional 330

to the standard deviation (risk) of the distribution. This is 331

essentially the same idea as the Sharpe ratio [28] (expected 332

profitability divided by risk). Thus, PI is defined as the mean 333

of the distribution from RTA divided by the standard deviation 334

(SD) of the distribution, as shown in Equation (1). 335

PI =
1
N

∑N
i=1Reti√

1
N

∑N
i=1(Reti −Ret)2

(1)

Reti =

D∑
j=1

DRi,j

DRi,j =


δSL stop-loss first
δTP take-profit first
Close−Open

Open or Open−Close
Close neither occurred

(2)
Suppose that the RTA generates a set of cumulated re- 336

turns [Ret1, Ret2, . . . , RetN ] from N times sampling. Reti 337

is the i-th cumulated return of D-day random trading, 338

DRi,1, DRi,2, . . . , DRi,D, as shown in Equation (2). The 339

rules of DRi,j are also shown in Equation (2). It shows that 340

if the stop-loss (take-profit) comes first before the market is 341

closed, the return of ith day for DJi,j is δSL (δTP ), since 342

the loss (gain) is realized immediately. If neither the stop- 343

loss nor take-profit has occurred before the market is closed, 344

the return of ith day is Close−Open
Open for long position or 345

Open−Close
Close for short position. Since the trading price and 346

rules are given, the DRi,D is determined for both the long 347

and short position of each day. The only randomness is to 348

take a long or short position on a day, which is a fixed and 349

independent 50-50 chance in RTA. Therefore, the DRi,D is 350

designed as an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) 351

and equiprobable random variable. 352
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TABLE I: The PI Mom and PI Con of TW.2330

Mean of Return SD of Return PI Mom & PI Con
MomRTA 0.01252 0.07430 0.16850
ConRTA -0.01145 0.06618 -0.17301

0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
Annual Return

0.00

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

0.06

Pr
ob

ab
ilit

y

MomRT
ConRT

Fig. 2: The histograms of the return distributions generated by
MomRTA (red) and ConRTA (green) on TW.2330.

In Equation (2), the molecular of PI is the mean of the return353

distribution, which indicates the profitability of the RTA.354

A higher mean indicates higher profitability and produces a355

higher PI value, and vice versa. The denominator of PI is the356

SD of the distribution, where Ret is the average value of all357

Reti. The SD indicates the concentration and volatility of the358

RTA, and a higher denominator states higher risk and lower359

PI. An ideal strategy produces a higher mean and lower SD;360

i.e., trading efficiency is proportional to the value of PI. A PI361

based on MomRTA distribution is referred to as PI Mom. A362

PI based on ConRTA distribution is referred to as PI Con. The363

PI Mom and PI Con obtained for each stock can be used to364

represent the momentum and contrarian characteristics of that365

stock.366

Take TW.23301 as an example to illustrate the steps involved367

in implementing the proposed FOCUS. Fig. 2 shows the368

histograms of annual returns (Ret) sampled by MomRTA dis-369

tribution (red) and ConRTA distribution (green) under 10,000370

(N=10,000) sampling runs. Note that Ret is a continuous371

random variable sampled from Equation (2). However, to372

illustrate the Gaussian-like distribution, the histograms in373

discrete buckets (bucket size of 1%) are presented. As shown374

in Table I, the mean and SD of the MomRTA (red) distribution375

are 0.01252 and 0.07430, respectively. Thus, PI Mom is376

0.16850 (i.e., 0.01252/0.07430 = 0.16850). The mean and SD377

of the ConRTA (green) distribution are -0.01145 and 0.06618,378

respectively. Thus, PI Con is -0.17302 (i.e., -0.01145/0.06618379

= -0.17301). The positive PI Mom of TW.2330 is also larger380

than PI Con, which indicates that TW.2330 would be prof-381

itable under MomRTA and is therefore more likely to be a382

momentum-type stock.383

1TW.2330 is the company with the largest capital value on the Taiwan stock
market

Fig. 3: Membership function of R- and L-functions.

C. Developed Fuzzy-set Quantifying Module 384

In the fuzzy-set quantifying module (FQ), a type-1 and a 385

type-2 FQ are developed, respectively presented in Sections 386

III-C1 and III-C2. Furthermore, in order to well handle the 387

uncertainty in the designed system, a third characteristic is 388

proposed in the type-2 FQ, namely uncertainty, presented in 389

Section III-C3. 390

1) Type-1 fuzzy-set quantifying module for momentum and 391

contrarian: PI Mom and PI Con are used to evaluate mo- 392

mentum and contrarian characteristics; however, setting an 393

appropriate threshold by which to classify the characteristics 394

of a stock is not a trivial matter. Thus, a fuzzy quantification 395

model (FQ) based on type-1 fuzzy-set theory to facilitate the 396

interpretation of stock characteristics is firstly designed. FQ 397

takes PI Mom and PI Con of a stock as inputs, from which 398

it respectively generates fuzzy degrees for momentum and 399

contrarian characteristics. 400

Two membership functions are used in type-1 FQ such 401

as R- and L-functions to obtain two change points, which 402

controls the slope of the membership functions, as shown in 403

Fig. 3. Both of them are the two special cases of trapezoidal 404

membership functions that are commonly used membership 405

functions in the fuzzy-set theory [37]. When the input of 406

the R-function (L-) is less than the lower change point a, 407

the membership value of the R-function (L-) will be 1 (0); 408

otherwise, when the input of the R-function (L-) is greater 409

than the higher change point b, the membership value of the 410

R-function (L-) will be 0 (1). If the input is between two 411

charging points, the slope of the R-function (L-) will be −1
b−a 412

( 1
b−a ). The R- and L-functions represent the linear relationship 413

between the input and the degree of membership within two 414

change points, and simplify the strong and weak input signals 415

to 0 or 1. 416

Since the FOCUS produces two PI values, two type-1 mem-
bership functions respectively for PI Mom and PI Con, are
defined which are momentum membership function (MMF)
and contrarian membership function (CMF). Both of them
are L-functions. The type-1 membership functions map PIs to
type-1 fuzzy degrees, which is denoted as:

MMF : PI → I, PI = R,

CMF : PI → I, I = [0, 1],

where PI is the universe of the PIs (the real numbers) and I is
the universe of fuzzy degree. The MMF and CMF respectively
generate the type-1 momentum and contrarian fuzzy degrees
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(Mom and Con) under the given PI Mom and PI Con, which
are respectively denoted as:

MMF(PI Mom) = Mom,

CMF(PI Con) = Con,

where PI Mom, PI Con ∈ PI and Mom, Con ∈ I .417

The two membership functions used in the type-1 FQ are418

shown in Equations (3) and (4). Since momentum and con-419

trarian characteristics are symmetric, therefore, a regulation of420

α = β is set to ensure that the membership functions are also421

symmetric (only one parameter is to be optimized). The MMF422

(CMF) states that if the input PI Mom (PI Con) is larger423

than a given threshold α (β), the ouput type-1 momentum424

(contrarian) degree is 1. If the input PI Mom (PI Con) is425

smaller than a given threshold −α (−β), the output type-426

1 momentum (contrarian) degree is 0. Otherwise, the output427

type-1 degree is (PI Mom + α)/2α ((PI Con + β)/2β).428

For example, consider a stock with PI Mom of 2.5 and429

PI Con of -2.7, under the assumption that α = β = 5. The430

PI Mom of 2.5 is converted to Mom: 0.75 by Equation (3), and431

the PI Con of -2.7 is converted to Con: 0.23 by Equation (4).432

In summary, the stock is with the type-1 momentum degree of433

0.75 and with the type-1 contrarian degree of 0.23. Note that434

the parameter α (β) should be selected through the training435

data in the following experiments.436

MMF(PI Mom) =


0 PI Mom< −α
PI Mom+α

2α −α <PI Mom< α

1 PI Mom> α

(3)

437

CMF(PI Con) =


0 PI Con< −β
PI Con+β

2β −β <PI Con< β

1 PI Con> β

(4)

2) Type-2 fuzzy-set quantifying module for momentum and
contrarian: To better handle uncertainty and make full use
of the two PIs, a type-2 FQ is then designed to facilitate the
interpretation of stock characteristics. The type-2 momentum
and contrarian membership functions (M̃MF and C̃MF) are
also developed containing R- and L-functions. The type-2
membership functions map PI pairs to type-2 fuzzy degrees,
which are respectively denoted as:

M̃MF : (PI, PI)→ II , P I = R,

C̃MF : (PI, PI)→ II , II = I → I = [0, 1]→ [0, 1],

where PI is the universe of the PIs, and (PI, PI) is the
universe of the PI pairs. In addition, II is the universe of
type-2 fuzzy degree, and is the range I → I , [0, 1] → [0, 1].
The M̃MF (C̃MF) takes both PI Mom and PI Con as inputs,
and generates the type-2 momentum (contrarian) fuzzy degrees
M̃om (C̃on), denoted as:

M̃MF(PI Mom,PI Con) = M̃om,

C̃MF(PI Mom,PI Con) = C̃on,

where PI Mom, PI Con ∈ PI and M̃om, C̃on ∈ II .438

Since the concept of momentum and contrarian is com- 439

pletely contrary to each other, the momentum with low lin- 440

guistic term is considered as the contrarian, and vice versa (the 441

contrarian with low linguistic term is considered as momen- 442

tum). Thus, the type-2 M̃MF converts a PI Mom by MMF 443

and a PI Con by CMF, and the type-2 momentum fuzzy 444

degree is defined as MMF(PI Mom) → 1 − CMF(PI Con), 445

as shown in Equation (5). Similarly, the type-2 C̃MF converts 446

a PI Con by CMF and a PI Mom by MMF, and the type- 447

2 contrarian fuzzy degree is defined as CMF(PI Con) → 448

1−MMF(PI Mom), as shown in Equation (6). 449

M̃MF(PI Mom,PI Con) =
MMF(PI Mom) → 1− CMF(PI Con)

(5)

450

C̃MF(PI Con,PI Mom) =

CMF(PI Con) → 1−MMF(PI Mom)
(6)

A simple example of the designed type-2 FQ is shown in 451

Fig. 4. For example, consider a stock with PI Mom of 2.5 and 452

PI Con of -2.7, under the assumption that α = β = 5. The 453

M̃MF maps the PI Mom of 2.5 to 0.75 (by MMF) and the 454

PI Con of -2.7 to 0.77 (by 1 - CMF). The type-2 momentum 455

fuzzy degree is thus 0.75 → 0.77. Similarly, the C̃MF maps 456

the PI Con of -2.7 to 0.23 (by CMF) and the PI Mom of 2.5 457

to 0.25 (by 1 - MMF). The type-2 contrarian fuzzy degree is 458

thus 0.23→ 0.25.

Fig. 4: Two membership functions of MMF and CMF.
459

Fig. 5 shows the footprint of uncertainty (FOU) of the 460

designed type-2 FQ with α = β = 5. The y-axis represents 461

the fuzzy degrees, and the x-axis represents the PI Mom, 462

and the gray area is the FOU (distance of fuzzy degrees, 463

uncertainty). Since the proposed type-2 FQ has two input 464

values, the PI Con to 2.5 is fixed set in Fig. 5 to present the 465

FOU under single variable (PI Mom). It can be found that 466

there is the lowest and zero uncertainty when the PI Mom is 467

-2.5. Moreover, the FOU is composed of a L-function and a 468

horizontal line, which come from the MMF and the constant 469

PI Con of 2.5 (mapped by 1-CMF). 470

In order to investigate the influence of two variables, a two- 471

dimensional heatmap whose color indicates the distance of 472

fuzzy degrees (uncertainty) is presented, as shown in Fig. 6. 473
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Fig. 5: Footprint of uncertainty with α = β = 5 and PI Con
of 2.5.

Fig. 6: Distance of fuzzy degrees (uncertainty) with α = β =
5.

The two axes are the input variables (PI Mom and PI Con).474

The heatmap is symmetrical to the 45-degree line, therefore,475

PI Mom and PI Con can be placed on either axis. In addition,476

the red rectangle shows the boundary of β (within the inclined477

region of the R and L-functions), and the 225-degree red line478

represents the PI Mom = - PI Con. It can also be observed479

that the FOU for the red line with 255-degree is 0, and the480

higher FOU is obtained if the values of two axes are close481

to the boundary. Although FOU is usually used to express482

the uncertainty of type-2 FQ, it cannot, however, perfectly483

state the uncertainty in the proposed system. For example,484

if a stock with PI Mom = PI Con = 0, its FOU is zero485

since the PI Mom = - PI Con. However, the stock is neither486

profitable in momentum nor in contrarian trading strategies,487

and it is highly uncertain in our purposed model which cannot488

be quantified by the generic FOU. Thus, an effective uncertain489

characteristic is defined as follows.490

3) Type-2 fuzzy-set quantifying module with uncertain char-491

acteristic: Due to the limitations of R and L-functions (only492

provide linear transformation) used in the fuzzy-set theory,493

unfortunately, the used membership functions are unable to494

deal with stocks that present only a slight difference between495

momentum and contrarian fuzzy degrees. Note that even a496

slight difference can have a profound impact on the final497

classification results. For example, a stock with a momentum498

degree of 0.53→ 0.55 and a contrarian degree of 0.45→ 0.47499

from type-2 FQ, where the difference between momentum 500

and contrarian is small. The results show much uncertainty, 501

and there is less confidence in classifying this stock as a 502

momentum and contrarian stock. 503

On the other hand, the designed PIs are generated from 504

the random trading algorithms including several randomness. 505

Although the following experiments show that enough simu- 506

lation times can reduce the change of PI, the randomness and 507

uncertainty in the proposed system can still not be ignored. 508

Thus, it is possible to improve performance by incorporating 509

an uncertainty factor within the developed type-2 FQ. Essen- 510

tially, this term, uncertainty, is used to identify and filter out 511

stocks that resist binary classification. 512

Triangular functions [38] were included in the uncertainty 513

membership function, namely ŨMF. When the independent 514

variable is closer to the center, the dependent variable will 515

be larger, and vice versa. Thus, when the input PIs (PI Mom 516

and PI Con) are closer to 0, the dependent variable (fuzzy 517

degree of uncertainty) becomes larger. A triangular function 518

includes two parameters. The γ determines the position of 519

the top vertex, whereas δ presents the base of the triangular 520

function on the x-axis, which is within γ ± δ. Note that the 521

γ and δ are subsequently optimized by using a grid search in 522

training data. 523

Since the FOCUS produces two PI values, two type-1 un-
certainty membership functions are respectively defined using
PI Mom and PI Con, which are UMF Mom and UMF Con.
The type-1 membership functions map PIs to type-1 fuzzy
degrees, which are respectively denoted as:

UMF Mom : PI → I, PI = R,

UMF Con : PI → I, I = [0, 1],

where PI is the universe of the PIs (the real numbers)
and I is the universe of fuzzy degree. The UMF Mon and
UMF Con respectively generate a type-1 uncertainty fuzzy
degree (Uncertain) under the given PI Mom and PI Con,
which are respectively denoted as:

UMF Mon(PI Mom) = Uncertain,

UMF Con(PI Con) = Uncertain,

where PI Mom, PI Con ∈ PI and Uncertain ∈ I . 524

The proposed type-1 uncertainty membership functions 525

(UMF Mom and UMF Con) based on triangular functions 526

are shown in Equations (7) and (8). Due to the fact that 527

the independent variables (PI Mom and PI Con) are approx- 528

imately symmetric to zero, the UMF Mom and UMF Con 529

are designed to be symmetrical to the y-axis Thus, the two 530

functions are set to share the same δ as: 531

UMF Mom(PI Mom) =



0 PI< γ − δ
PI−(γ−δ)

δ γ − δ <PI< γ

(γ+δ)−PI
δ γ <PI< γ + δ

0 PI> γ + δ

(7)
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532

UMF Con(PI Con) =



0 PI< −γ − δ
PI−(−γ−δ)

δ −γ − δ <PI< −γ

(−γ+δ)−PI
δ −γ <PI< −γ + δ

0 PI> −γ + δ
(8)

The type-2 uncertainty membership function are also devel-
oped, namely ŨMF. The type-2 membership functions map PI
pairs to type-2 fuzzy degrees, denoted as:

ŨMF : (PI, PI)→ II ,

P I = R, II = I → I = [0, 1]→ [0, 1].

The ŨMF takes both PI Mom and PI Con as inputs, and
generates the type-2 uncertainty fuzzy degrees ( ˜Uncertain),
denoted as:

ŨMF(PI Mom,PI Con) = ˜Uncertain,

where PI Mom, PI Con ∈ PI and ˜Uncertain ∈ II .533

Finally, the type-2 uncertainty membership function is de-534

fined as:535

ŨMF(PI Con,PI Mom) =

UMF Mom(PI Mom) → UMF Con(PI Con).
(9)

A simple example of the designed type-2 uncertainty fuzzy536

degree is shown in Fig. 7. For example, consider a stock with537

PI Mom of 0.3 and PI Con of -0.35, under the assumptions538

that γ = 0.5 and δ = 1, the ŨMF maps the PI Mom of539

0.3 to 0.8 (by UMF Mom) and the PI Con of -0.35 to 0.85540

(by UMF Con). The type-2 uncertainty fuzzy degree is thus541

0.8→ 0.85. If the fuzzy degree of uncertainty is larger than the542

fuzzy degrees of momentum or contrarian, such that the stock543

is identified as uncertain and subsequently filtered out. When544

dealing with stocks that are difficult to classify as momentum-545

or contrarian-type, investors should adopt a neutral strategy or546

ignore them.

Fig. 7: Two membership functions that is incorporated with
uncertain factor with MMF and CMF.

547

D. Illustrative Example548

In the following, a brief example is presented to illustrate549

the implementation of the proposed scheme step-by-step. Take550

TW.2330 as an example for the following progresses. The551

historical OHLC data of TW.2330 for the period between552

Sep. 1, 2015 to Sep. 30, 2019 (1,000 days) for use as an553

input of the RTA module is collected. RTAs (MomRTA and554

ConRTA) repeatedly executes the random trading strategy to555

generate the momentum and contrarian distributions of annual 556

returns for use as inputs of the PI module (see Fig. 2). The 557

PI is used to evaluate the overall performance obtained using 558

the two distributions and generate two PI values: PI Mom 559

(for MomRTA) and PI Con (for ConRTA). As shown in 560

Table I, PI Mom (0.16850) and PI Con (-0.17301) indicated 561

that TW.2330 would be slightly profitable under momentum 562

trading strategies. Using the PIs as inputs of the type-2 FQ, the 563

PIs are converted into the fuzzy degrees of M̃om: 0.53→ 0.55, 564

C̃on: 0.45 → 0.47, and ˜Uncertain: 0.8 → 0.85 characteristics. 565

Here, the fuzzy degree of uncertainty dominates other two 566

characteristics, indicating that it cannot be sure which type of 567

trading strategies would be better for TW.2330, and TW.2330 568

is identified as an uncertain stock. 569

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 570

In Section IV-A, it determines the number of samples that 571

should be obtained in RTA to achieve a stable PI. The PIs 572

of stocks in the TW50 are then calculated to verify the effec- 573

tiveness of the proposed PI in Section IV-B. In Section IV-C, 574

the type-1 FQ and type-2 FQ with uncertain characteristic 575

are employed to describe the characteristics of a stock as 576

the final robust output of FOCUS. Finally, in Section IV-D, 577

FOCUS is applied on trading strategies (for stock selection 578

and classification) to show the usefulness and effectiveness in 579

real-world applications. 580

A. Samples Required for Random Trading Algorithm 581

RTAs (MomRTA and ConRTA) was applied to data ob- 582

tained over a period of 1,000 (D) trading days, in which 583

long or short position (2 options, 50-50 chance) were taken 584

at the daily opening of markets. This analysis faced the 585

combinational explosion problem resulting from 21000 trading 586

possibilities, which cannot be resolved in a reasonable amount 587

of time. Sampling is meant to approximate the results that 588

would be obtained when sampling a large real-world database 589

N times. Experiments are therefore performed N times sam- 590

pling of the random trading and determined whether N = 100, 591

1,000, 10,000 or 100,000 would be sufficient to represent the 592

actual distributions. This was achieved by observing changes 593

in the 1st moment to the 4th moment of the distributions. 594

The TW.2330 dataset was adopted as the running dataset. 595

For each N , sampling was repeated 100 times (i.e., N × 100 596

simulations) to obtain 100 return distributions. The 1st to the 597

4th moments of each distribution are then plotted, as shown in 598

Fig. 8. The distributions obtained using MomRTA were similar 599

to those obtained using ConRTA; therefore, only the results of 600

MomRTA is used, as shown in Fig. 8. Ideally, a line close to 601

the horizontal would indicate that the number of samples was 602

sufficient to represent the actual distribution. 603

Fig. 8 presents the four moments of the return distributions 604

from MomRTA with the sampling times (N ) of 100, 1,000, 605

10,000 and 100,000. The blue line indicates the mean (first 606

moment), the orange line indicates the variance (second mo- 607

ment), the green line indicates the Skewness (third moment), 608

and the red line indicates the Kurtosis of the distribution 609

(fourth moment). Small changes in every moment were used to 610
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(a) 100 samplings
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(c) 10,000 samplings
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(d) 100,000 samplings
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Fig. 8: Four moments of return distributions of TW.2330
between simulations from different sampling times (N ).

(a) 100 samplings
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(b) 1,000 samplings
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(c) 10,000 samplings
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(d) 100,000 samplings
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Fig. 9: Changes in TW2330’s PI Mom and PI Con between
simulations with different sampling times (N ).

indicate the stability of each sample distribution with enough611

samples, where a stable distribution should have similar mean,612

spread (variance), symmetry (Skewness), and tailedness (Kur-613

tosis) between samplings. As shown in Fig. 8, it can be614

found that the more samples are adapted, the smaller the615

changes and fluctuations in each moments, especially at lower616

moments. When the number of samples increased to 100,000,617

the changes of four moments (lines) are almost unobservable.618

It shows the high stability of the simulation, and indicates that619

100,000 random samples should be sufficient to represent the620

original database.621

The PIs (PI Mom and PI Con) in terms of stability using622

various numbers of samples are also evaluated, the results623

are shown in Fig. 9. It can be found that a large number624

of samples resulted in stable PI values, regardless of which625

from two algorithms was used. Note that 100,000-sample626

scheme (N = 100, 000) provided the most stable results627

and was therefore adopted for all subsequent experiments. In628

TABLE II: PI Mom and PI Con for constitutional stocks of
TW50

Stock ID PI Mom PI Con
TW.3008 2.834 -2.832
TW.2408 2.651 -2.667
TW.2454 2.625 -2.629
TW.2327 2.301 -2.311
TW.2888 1.680 -1.671
TW.2633 1.616 -1.626
TW.6505 1.574 -1.566
TW.2474 1.458 -1.466
TW.1102 1.245 -1.257
TW.2317 1.237 -1.233
TW.2912 1.226 -1.225
TW.5871 1.094 -1.094
TW.2823 1.071 -1.074
TW.1101 0.985 -0.982
TW.9904 0.879 -0.887
TW.2308 0.872 -0.865
TW.2890 0.844 -0.849
TW.2303 0.836 -0.831*
TW.4938 0.835 -0.841*
TW.2301 0.809 -0.804
TW.1402 0.802 -0.803
TW.5876 0.787 -0.779
TW.2885 0.661 -0.665
TW.2105 0.612 -0.620
TW.2801 0.586 -0.578

Stock ID PI Mom PI Con
TW.2882 0.566 -0.574
TW.2382 0.530 -0.530
TW.2883 0.487 -0.480
TW.1326 0.439 -0.444
TW.2886 0.407 -0.396
TW.2207 0.370 -0.367
TW.3045 0.366 -0.362
TW.2881 0.324 -0.319
TW.2412 0.278 -0.283
TW.2880 0.232 -0.240
TW.2002 0.196 -0.172*
TW.2330 0.168 -0.173*
TW.2357 0.068 -0.059
TW.1301 0.049 -0.053
TW.1216 0.039 -0.031
TW.2891 0.016 -0.014
TW.2892 -0.141 0.147
TW.3711 -0.180 0.190
TW.9910 -0.192 0.197
TW.2884 -0.216 0.214
TW.1303 -0.298 0.295
TW.2395 -0.397 0.395
TW.2887 -0.439 0.438
TW.4904 -0.656 0.659
TW.5880 -0.689 0.688

summary, the designed RTAs reduce the computation from 629

21000 possible paths to only 100,000 samples with suitable 630

results and significant efficiency. 631

B. Profitability Indexes and Trading Performance of Stocks 632

As shown in Table II, RTA was applied to the constitutional 633

stocks of TW50 to obtain the PI Mom and PI Con values. 634

Note that the table is sorted from large to small based on 635

PI Mom values. Note also that the order of PI Con values 636

would be the precisely the opposite with the exception of four 637

stocks indicated by *. 638

It can be observed that the PI Mom and PI Con of each 639

stock were roughly symmetric to zero. Among the 50 stocks 640

examined here, 41 presented positive PI Mom and negative 641

PI Con, which means that they generated positive average 642

returns under MomRTA, and would therefore be suitable and 643

profitable for momentum trading strategies. Among the 50 644

stocks examined here, only 9 stocks presented a positive 645

PI Con and negative PI Mom, which means that they gener- 646

ated positive average returns under ConRTA, and would there- 647

fore be suitable and profitable for contrarian trading strategies. 648

The sorted results in Table II could be used by investors 649

to identify stocks that would benefit from a momentum or 650

contrarian strategy. 651

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed PI, four 652

common strategies are adopted to intraday trading from the 653

perspectives of momentum trading as well as contrarian trad- 654

ing. The correlation between PI (simulated through training 655

data) and the trading performance (in the testing data) of each 656

stock are then observed to evaluate the effectiveness of the 657

proposed PI. The first approach was the opening gap strategy 658

(GAP) [14]. On any given trading day, if the opening price of a 659

stock is higher than the closing price on the previous day, then 660

adopting a momentum-type GAP (GAP Mom) would take a 661
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TABLE III: Correlation coefficient and accuracy between the PI and trading performance of strategies

Strategy Mom Ret Mom Sharpe Con Ret Con Sharpe Average
CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy

GAP 0.558 60% 0.519 60% 0.558 60% 0.520 60% 0.539 60%
1H1L 0.483 52% 0.454 52% 0.484 52% 0.456 52% 0.469 52%
3H3L 0.250 58% 0.222 58% 0.250 58% 0.223 58% 0.236 58%
5H5L 0.170 58% 0.126 58% 0.169 58% 0.126 58% 0.148 58%

long position, whereas the contrarian-type GAP (GAP Con)662

would indicate taking a short position. If the opening price of a663

stock is lower than the closing price on the previous day,, then664

a GAP Mom strategy would indicate taking a short position,665

whereas the GAP Con strategy would indicate taking a long666

position. The GAP Mom employs a 1% stop-loss mechanism,667

whereas GAP Con employs a 1% take-profit mechanism. Note668

that due to the use of 1% stop-loss and take-profit mechanisms,669

the closing price on the previous day is multiplied by 1.01670

(fewer trading signal will be generated) to get robust trading671

signals.672

The 2nd to 4th approaches are respectively referred to as673

n-High-n-Low (nHnL), where n indicates the duration of the674

observation used to generate trading signals. This approach675

is based on the well-known strategy referred to as trading676

range breakout [40]. On any given trading day, if the opening677

price is higher than the highest price during the previous n678

days, then a momentum-type nHnL (nHnL Mom) strategy679

would take a long position, whereas a contrarian-type nHnL680

(nHnL Con) strategy would indicate taking a short position.681

If the opening price is higher than the lowest price during682

the previous n days, then nHnL Mom would indicate taking683

a short position, whereas nHnL Con would indicate taking684

a long position. In addition, nHnL Mom employs a 1% stop-685

loss mechanism, whereas nHnL Con employs a 1% take-profit686

mechanism. Note that due to the use of 1% stop-loss and take-687

profit mechanisms, the highest price and lowest price on the688

previous n day are multiplied by 1.01 (fewer trading signal689

will be generated) to get robust trading signals. Finally, n is690

set to 1, 3 and 5, as follows: 1H1L, 3H3L, 5H5L.691

The above-mentioned eight investment schemes (4 strategies692

× 2 types) are applied to TW50 stocks and then calculated the693

annual return (Ret) and Sharpe ratio (Sharpe) as performance694

indicators. The correlation coefficient (CC) between PI (in the695

training data) and trading performance (in the testing data) is696

also calculated, the results are listed in Table III. Mom Ret and697

Mom Sharp respectively indicate the CC between PI Mom698

and Ret obtained using a momentum-type strategy as well699

as between PI Mom and the Sharpe using the same strat-700

egy. Con Ret and Con Sharpe respectively indicate the CC701

between PI Con and the Ret obtained using a contrarian-type702

strategy as well as between PI Con and the Sharpe using the703

same strategy. The results listed in Table III show positive704

correlations between PI and the trading performance of GAP705

(average CC of 0.539) and nHnL (average CC of 0.148 to706

0.469). Generally, the CCs between PIs and Ret are about707

0.035 higher than the CCs between PIs and Sharpe, even708

though PI is calculated by the idea of Sharpe ratio.709

Fig. 10 illustrates the relationship between PI and the710

trading performance of GAP. Each red point (dot) in Fig.711

(a) The correlations between PI and annual return.
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(b) The correlations between PI and Sharp ratio.
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Fig. 10: The correlations between PI and annual return, and
between PI and Sharp ratio.

10 represents a stock, and the coordinates of which indicate 712

PI Mom and the trading performance of GAP Mom (Ret or 713

Sharpe), and the red lines indicate the regression of the red 714

points. Each green point (dot) also represents a stock, the co- 715

ordinates of which represent PI Con and trading performance 716

of GAP Con (Ret or Sharpe), and the green lines indicate 717

the regression of the green points. An obvious trend can be 718

found that the higher the PI, the higher the trading performance 719

can be obtained, especially for Ret. The moderate degree of 720

correlation between the PI and the trading performance of a 721

stock indicates the effectiveness of the PI in identifying stock 722

characteristics as momentum- or contrarian-type. 723

The proposed FOCUS employs a novel PI to facilitate 724

the classification of stock characteristics as momentum- or 725

contrarian-type. Intuitively, stocks with a positive PI Mom 726

should be classified as momentum-type, whereas stocks with 727

a negative PI Mom should be classified as contrarian-type. 728

Stocks classified as momentum (contrarian) should have pos- 729
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TABLE IV: Correlation between the type-1 FQ degree and trading performance of strategies

Strategy Mom Ret Mom Sharpe Con Ret Con Sharpe Average
CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy

GAP 0.544 60% 0.514 60% 0.544 60% 0.514 60% 0.529 60%
1H1L 0.469 52% 0.447 52% 0.470 52% 0.448 52% 0.459 52%
3H3L 0.245 58% 0.221 58% 0.244 58% 0.221 58% 0.233 58%
5H5L 0.178 58% 0.139 58% 0.177 58% 0.138 58% 0.158 58%

TABLE V: Correlation between the type-2 FQ degree and trading performance of strategies

Strategy Mom Ret Mom Sharpe Con Ret Con Sharpe Average
CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy

GAP 0.487 82.4% 0.431 82.4% 0.707 86.7% 0.663 86.7% 0.572 84.5%
1H1L 0.706 64.7% 0.665 64.7% 0.785 62.5% 0.733 62.5% 0.722 63.6%
3H3L 0.723 65.2% 0.687 65.2% 0.601 62.5% 0.557 62.5% 0.642 63.9%
5H5L 0.723 65.2% 0.687 65.2% 0.601 62.5% 0.557 62.5% 0.642 63.9%

itive Ret and Sharpe and be profitable under momentum730

(contrarian) strategies, as indicated by points in the first and731

third quadrants in Fig. 10. Therefore, the accuracy of the PI732

classification for each strategy and both indicators can be733

calculated, as shown in Table III. For several reasons, Ret734

and Sharpe always present the same sign, whereas PI Mom735

and PI Con always present the opposite sign. Our results736

revealed that the accuracy of PI is between 52% and 60%,737

which is slightly better than a random prediction (i.e., 50%),738

thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of PI for classification.739

However, Fig. 10 revealed a high degree of volatility in the740

trading performance of stocks with a PI Mom between 0741

and 1.6 (PI Con between -1.6 to 0) as well as a lack of742

classification accuracy. A PI in this range would be unreliable743

(i.e., lacking explanatory ability). In this situation, therefore,744

the type-2 FQ with uncertainty factor is designed to solve this745

limitation in the following section.746

C. Parameter Selection and Effectiveness of Fuzzy-Set Quan-747

tifying Module748

In this sub-section, the process of optimizing the parameters749

of membership functions (α, β, γ, and δ) is examined. Ideally,750

the outputted fuzzy degrees would strongly correlate with751

the characteristics and trading performance of the stock for752

qualifying. Therefore, the parameters are optimized by training753

data, and the objective function is set as the average value of754

the four CCs in Table III (Mom Ret, Mom Sharpe, Con Ret,755

Con Sharpe with PI replaced by the fuzzy degrees calculated756

by type-1 FQ or type-2 FQ). Note that the fuzzy degrees757

in type-2 FQ are a ranges of type-2 fuzzy-set; therefore, the758

midpoint of the interval is used to calculate the CC.759

As described in Section III-C, type-1 MMF and CMF were760

set to be symmetrical (α = β), due to the fact that PI Mom761

and PI Con are nearly symmetric to the y-axis. Thus, only one762

parameter (α) would have to be optimized in type-1 FQ, and763

three parameters (α, γ, and δ) would have to be optimized in764

type-2 FQ. The search space of α and δ was from 0 to 5 in765

increments of 0.1, and the search space of γ was from -5 to766

5 in increments of 0.1.767

The strategies (Gap and nHnL) are applied to the training768

data (from Sep. 1, 2015 to Sep. 30, 2019, 1,000 trading days)769

for parameters optimization. The strategies are then applied to770

testing data (Oct. 1, 2019 to Dec. 20, 2020, 300 trading days)771

with which to verify the performance of the optimized FQ 772

module. Note that in the designed FOCUS, any stock with 773

an uncertain fuzzy degree exceeding the momentum fuzzy 774

(contrarian) degree should be treated as uncertain; these stocks 775

are ignored while calculating CC. In addition, a constraint is 776

set that at least 15 stocks must be available for optimization 777

(to ensure the effectiveness of the system) and any parameters 778

set that fails in this regard are eliminated. 779

After optimization and the removal of uncertain stocks, the 780

optimal parameter for type-1 FQ was α = 2.4 for all strategies 781

(Gap and nHnL). The optimal parameters (α, γ, δ) for type- 782

2 FQ were as follows: Gap = (4.8, 0.3, 1.4), 1H1L = (5.0, 783

1.1, 2.0), 3H3L = (2.7, 0.9, 1.5), and 5H5L = (2.7, 0.9, 784

1.5). Table IV (Table V) lists the CCs between the type-1 785

(type-2) FQ fuzzy degrees and trading performance of all 786

strategies. Since only linear transformation adopted in type- 787

1 FQ, the CCs between type-1 fuzzy degrees and the trading 788

performance (Table III) are similar to CCs between PI and 789

trading performance (Table IV). The same phenomenon can 790

also be found in the accuracies. 791

For type-2 FQ, the optimized parameters retain 17 792

momentum-type stocks and 15 contrarian-type stocks. On 793

the other hand, 33 stocks are ignored since the degree of 794

uncertainty is greater than the degree of momentum, which are 795

TW.1216, TW.1301, TW.1303, TW.1326, TW.1402, TW.2002, 796

TW.2105, TW.2207, TW.2301, TW.2303, TW.2308, TW.2330, 797

TW.2357, TW.2382, TW.2395, TW.2412, TW.2801, TW.2880, 798

TW.2881, TW.2882, TW.2883, TW.2884, TW.2885, TW.2886, 799

TW.2887, TW.2890, TW.2891, TW.2892, TW.3045, TW.3711, 800

TW.4938, TW.5876, and TW.9910. The midpoint of their 801

momentum degrees are between 0.454 and 0.590, which is less 802

informative and more uncertain; therefore, they are ignored in 803

the developed system. 35 stocks are ignored since the degree of 804

uncertainty is greater than the degree of contrarian, which are 805

TW.1101, TW.1216, TW.1301, TW.1303, TW.1326, TW.1402, 806

TW.2002, TW.2105, TW.2207, TW.2301, TW.2303, TW.2308, 807

TW.2330, TW.2357, TW.2382, TW.2412, TW.2801, TW.2823, 808

TW.2880, TW.2881, TW.2882, TW.2883, TW.2884, TW.2885, 809

TW.2886, TW.2890, TW.2891, TW.2892, TW.3045, TW.3711, 810

TW.4938, TW.5871, TW.5876, TW.9904, and TW.9910. The 811

midpoint of their contrarian degrees are between 0.386 and 812

0.531, which is also less informative and more uncertain; 813

therefore, they are ignored in the developed system. The type-2 814
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(a) The correlations between stocks’ fuzzy degree and annual
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Fig. 11: The correlations between stocks’ fuzzy degree and
annual return of Gap strategy, and between stocks’ fuzzy
degree and Sharp ratio of Gap strategy.

FQ improved the average CC to 0.645 (from 0.345 of type-1815

FQ ) and average accuracy to 69.0% (from 57.0% of type-816

1 FQ), thereby demonstrating the efficacy of the uncertain817

characteristic and the type-2 FQ module.818

Fig. 11 illustrates the relationship between type-2 fuzzy819

degrees and the trading performance of GAP. The 17 red820

points indicate the momentum stocks retained after filtering,821

the coordinates of which indicate the momentum fuzzy degree822

and performance of GAP Mom (Ret or Sharpe) of a stock,823

and the red lines indicate the regression of the red points.824

The 15 green points indicate the contrarian stocks retained825

after filtering, the coordinates of which indicate the contrarian826

fuzzy degree and performance of GAP Mom (Ret or Sharpe)827

of a stock, and the green lines indicate the regression of the828

green points. Fig. 11 also illustrates the accuracy of the type-829

2 FQ. If the momentum (contrarian) fuzzy degree of each830

remaining red (green) point exceeds 0.5, then it is classified as831

a momentum (contrarian) stock; otherwise, it is classified as a832

contrarian (momentum) stock. The x-axis represents the results833

of classification obtained using the proposed FOCUS, whereas834

the y-axis represents the ground truth trading performance835

of the strategy in question. The points in the first and third836

quadrants were classified correctly. After removing the uncer- 837

tain stocks by the uncertain characteristic, an obvious trend 838

with less uncertainty can be found that the higher the fuzzy 839

degree, the higher the trading performance can be obtained. 840

From Tables IV and V, the improved correlation and accuracy 841

indicate the effectiveness and necessity of the type-2 FQ and 842

the uncertain characteristic in the developed FOCUS. 843

D. Robustness and Effectiveness of the Proposed System 844

In this section, the robustness and effectiveness of the 845

proposed FOCUS are evaluated through another dataset and 846

implementation methods in the real-world applications. Table 847

VI compares the performance (CC and accuracy) of the 848

proposed systems on the TW50 and Mid-Cap 100 (MC100) 849

data sets, where MC100 are the 100 stocks with the largest 850

capital value excluding stocks in TW50 [41]. There compared 851

systems include random selection (50/50 guess, as bench- 852

mark), PI/type-1 FQ (the average performance of the PI and 853

type-1 FQ since they similarly performed), and type-2 FQ 854

(with uncertain characteristic. Note that the performance listed 855

in Table VI is the result on the testing dataset. 856

For the TW50 dataset in Table VI, it can be found that the 857

CCs increase from 0 (random) to 0.153–0.534 (PI/type-1) and 858

to 0.572–0.722 (type-2); the accuracies increase from 50.0% 859

(random) to 52.0%–60.0% (PI/type-1) and to 63.6%–84.5% 860

(type-2). The proposed system significantly improves the CC 861

and accuracy, especially for type-2 FQ. For the MC100 dataset 862

in Table VI, the CCs increase from 0 (random) to 0.013– 863

0.320 (PI/type-1), and to 0.413–0.454 (type-2); the accuracies 864

change from 50.0% (random) to 62.6%–81.3% (PI/type-1) 865

and to 68.4%–71.1% (type-2). The proposed system also 866

significantly improves the CC, but the accuracy of type-2 FQ 867

is slightly lower than type-1 FQ. These results demonstrate 868

the efficiency of the involved type-2 FQ and the uncertain 869

characteristic in the developed module that improves the CC 870

and accuracy regardless the employed strategies and stocks 871

(different liquidity and size of capital value). The improved 872

and high accuracy are also an indication for the efficiency of 873

the developed FOCUS in quantifying and classifying stocks 874

as contrarian- or momentum-type. 875

TABLE VI: Performance comparison on Taiwan 50 and Mid-
Cap 100 (MC100)

TW50 Random PI/Type-1 FQ Type-2 FQ
CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy

GAP 0.000 50.0% 0.534 60.0% 0.572 84.5%
1H1L 0.000 50.0% 0.464 52.0% 0.722 63.6%
3H3L 0.000 50.0% 0.235 58.0% 0.642 63.9%
5H5L 0.000 50.0% 0.153 58.0% 0.642 63.9%

MC100 Randomness PI/Type-1 FQ Type-2 FQ
CC Accuracy CC Accuracy CC Accuracy

GAP 0.000 50.0% 0.320 81.3% 0.445 70.9%
1H1L 0.000 50.0% 0.162 74.2% 0.454 70.9%
3H3L 0.000 50.0% 0.013 67.2% 0.413 71.1%
5H5L 0.000 50.0% 0.083 62.6% 0.443 68.4%

In addition, the proposed FOCUS is applied to the real- 876

world applications. The results of FOCUS classification are 877

used as the stock selection (FOCUS-selected), that is, the 878
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TABLE VII: Trading performance of FOCUS-selected stocks
on TW50 and MC100

TW50-GAP Annual Returns Sharpe Ratio Win Rates
All stocks 9.6% 1.687 47.2%
FOCUS 24.9% 4.095 52.8%

TW50-1H1L
All stocks 2.6% 0.631 42.8%
FOCUS 5.9% 1.831 54.8%

TW50-3H3L
All stocks 1.6% 0.461 39.4%
FOCUS 2.2% 0.885 48.5%

TW50-5H5L
All stocks 1.4% 0.444 40.7%
FOCUS 2.0% 0.890 43.4%

MC100-GAP Annual Returns Sharpe Ratio Win Rates
All stocks 17.1% 3.418 54.2%
FOCUS 18.8% 4.037 55.9%

MC100-1H1L
All stocks 6.3% 1.464 47.8%
FOCUS 7.0% 1.724 48.2%

MC100-3H3L
All stocks 3.6% 1.141 42.8%
FOCUS 3.6% 1.196 47.8%

MC100-5H5L
All stocks 3.0% 1.038 43.1%
FOCUS 3.2% 1.186 47.8%
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Fig. 12: Equity curves of Gap on FOCUS-selected and all
stocks.

momentum (contrarian) stocks with the momentum type (con-879

trarian type) strategies is traded. The benchmark strategy is to880

trade all stocks without selection (All Stocks). Note that all881

transaction fees and obstacles are ignored in the experiments.882

Table VII compares the trading performance on FOCUS-883

selected stocks and All Stocks. Experimental results show884

that FOCUS-selected outperforms the All Stocks among all885

strategies and datasets. Especially when the GAP strategy is886

preformed on TW50 dataset, the annual return (Sharpe ratio)887

is significantly enhanced from 9.6% to 24.9% (from 1.687888

to 4.095), which increased the profitability by 1.5 times. The889

similar result can be found in Fig. 12, which presents the890

equity curves of Gap on FOCUS-selected and All Stocks.891

The curves of FOCUS-selected are more stable and always892

higher than curves of All Stocks. In summary, removing893

uncertain stocks through type-2 FQ can reduce the probability894

of investing in unsuitable stocks (smaller risk of loss and895

higher win rate), resulting in more stable and profitable trading896

performance. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of897

the proposed FOCUS in the real-world applications.898

V. CONCLUSIONS 899

Most of the thousands of existing trading strategies can be 900

classified as momentum- or contrarian-type; however, there 901

is at present no standard approach to the classification of 902

stocks. This represents a serious impediment to investors 903

seeking to match trading strategies with suitable stocks. In this 904

paper, a random trading algorithm using stop-loss and take- 905

profit mechanisms for the extraction of stock characteristics 906

is employed. A profitability index is then used to quantify 907

the characteristics in conjunction with a type-2 fuzzy-set to 908

describe the characteristics into fuzzy degrees. Experiments on 909

the proposed Fuzzy mOmentun Contrarian Uncertain charac- 910

teristic System (FOCUS) revealed that 41 of the stocks in the 911

TW.50 dataset would perform better under momentum-type 912

strategies, whereas 9 stocks would benefit from contrarian- 913

type strategies. A correlation coefficients of 0.148-0.539 is 914

obtained between PI and trading performance with classifica- 915

tion accuracy of 52.0%-60.0%. The proposed FOCUS greatly 916

improved classification performance, resulting in correlation 917

coefficients of 0.572-0.722 with accuracy of 63.6%-84.5%. 918

These results clearly demonstrate the efficacy of FOCUS 919

in the quantification and classification of stocks suited to 920

momentum- and contrarian-type trading strategies. In addition, 921

the proposed FOCUS is applied to the real-world applications, 922

and the FOCUS-selected outperforms the benchmark among 923

all datasets, and increased the profitability by 1.5 times on 924

TW50 dataset. These results demonstrate the effectiveness 925

of the proposed FOCUS in the quantifying and classifying 926

stocks as contrarian- or momentum-type and the real-world 927

applications. 928
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